Made in Japan, Kamekura hydraulic hole punchers are precision manufactured tools giving a life time of reliable service to any tradesman requiring to penetrate holes in sheet metal, stainless steel, copper, brass and aluminium. Kamekura hydraulic equipment is extensively used in fields such as Electrical Switchboard Manufacturing, Plumbing/Sinkware Distributors and Manufacturers, Plant System Operations, Building/Construction Industry and General Sheet Metal Workshops.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- Maximum thickness; 3.2mm mild steel at 20mm diameter
- Pump-motor; 240volt
- Develops 10 ton output
- Weight; 6.5kg
- Punching Capacity: 4mm to 7mm Diameter (2mm Mild Steel)
  8mm to 20mm Diameter (3.2mm Mild Steel)
  25.4mm, 28mm, 32.2mm & 34.1mm Diameter (2mm Mild Steel)

Operation is fast and easy to use;
1. Press button on handle to rotate bottom die 90°
2. Rotate bottom die
3. Turn handle clockwise for bottom die to return to centre position

Precision Designed & Manufactured In Japan
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